PJ Test Prep
Private Tutoring, Test Prep, and
Admissions Essay Coaching
ESSAY CLASS (summers only) (Zoom and/or In-Person)

$495 (early bird price)
A 7-week, live Zoom or In-Person class that meets weekly and includes several rounds of
peer review and 1:1 meetings with the instructor, plus draft review and commentary to
move students start to finish through the essay process. Students also get 20% off further
essay tutoring hours (for supplements, etc). See www.pjtestprep.com for schedules.
Best for students who are early in the essay process and would like guidance through all 4 UC PIQ
essays and their Common App/Coalition main essay.

Video + 1:1 Full ESSAY PROGRAM (Zoom)

Varies (depending on timing/availability)
A 6-week (or faster if accelerated) video + 1:1 Zoom program that uses recorded coaching
videos in conjunction with live meetings and multiple rounds of individual essay review
and commentary to move students through the essay process from start to finish.
Includes:  our Completing your College App Essay video program,  two 30-minute 1:1
Zoom meetings,  2 rounds of audio notes on all 5 essays (4 UCs Insight Essays + 1
longer Common App or Coalition Essay),  1 round of Google Docs or Word edits and 
20% off further essay tutoring hours
Best for students who would like guidance through all 4 UC PIQ essays and their Common
App/Coalition main essay but would like more flexibility than the Essay Class (above).

A la Carte ESSAY TUTORING (Zoom and/or In-Person)

$120/hr Zoom w Paul; $60/hr Zoom w our other expert
essay tutors (slightly more for in-person consulting)
Best for students who are partly/mostly done with their essays, and/or just need specialized
coaching and review

All programs strive to help students conceive and finish standout college essays, as well as become better writers.

Paul Jury is a graduate of Northwestern University’s Creative Writing for the Media Program, author of
“States of Confusion,” writer for TV shows on A&E, Vh1 and Disney, and founder of PJ Test Prep and Jury
Academics. He has been coaching admissions essays for over a decade.

www.pjtestprep.com for more info, or

paul@pjtestprep.com or (310) 529-7285 for question or to get started

